
October 5-8, 2023 Tbilisi, Georgia

CAMP MEETING #96
TRANS EUROPE HALLES

fabrika tbilisi

FULL PROGRAM



5. OCT THURSDAY

09:00 - 19:30 registration fabrika hostel lobby

09:00 - 10:00 morning yoga rooftop

10:00 - 11:30 youth hub impact hub

11:30 - 12:30 nordic - baltic hub session green room

lunch*

15:30 - 17:00 reboot, colonial heritage: a cross cultural conversation jungle room

14:00 - 14:30 opening jungle room

14:30 - 15:30 keynote speech: decolonizing architecture jungle room

17:00 - 19:00 art & culture at the heart of rural rebooting class room

dinner*

19:30 - 20:30 live music performance by ces - “my grandma”

22:00 - 00:00 skazz live at the house of camora 

rooftop18:00 - 19:30 learning to move together!

17:00 - 18:00 meet new members! jungle room

10:30 - 12:30 class roomrepresentation, is there such a thing?

11:30 - 12:30 arts education hub session impact hub

12:00 - 13:00 tour around fabrika meeting point: hostel entrance in the cortyard

courtyard

camora

*Get your lunch / dinner anytime you want by redeeming your food vouchers at
Fabrika Residents’ cafes from the special menus prepared for TEH camp meeting #96



6. OCT FRIDAY

11:00 - 12:30 map your centre’s ecosystem ces - creative education studio

11:00 - 12:00 tour around fabrika

09:00 - 17:00 registration fabrika hostel lobby

09:00 - 10:00 morning yoga rooftop

09:45 - 10:00 come together for the photo courtyard

10:30 - 13:00 strategic session jungle room

11:00 - 12:30 long live art spaces in south caucasus! impact hub

11:00 - 12:00 make your very first tone bread courtyard

meeting point: hostel entrance in the courtyard

meeting point: hostel entrance in the courtyard

lunch*

14:00 - 15:30 teh democracy hub brainstorm green room

14:00 - 15:30 embracing urban ecology: rebuilding cities for all impact hub

14:00 - 18:30 trans europe halles? i’m a fan! fanzine workshop courtyard

14:00 - 15:30 ceramic insights by ceramic studio 1300

14:00 - 15:30 talks and sips at saamuri saamuri wine bar

15:30 - 17:00 simple ways to make your centre diverse, safe and inclusive impact hub

15:30 - 17:00 doodle away! doodle improvisation workshop

16:00 - 16:30 teh in focus jungle room

16:00 - 17:30 go green: how to put your center on an eco-friendly path green room

17:00 - 18:30 teh hub coordinators meeting (hubs in beers) impact hub

dinner

19:30 - 23:00 doa radio: sounds of georgia courtyard

19:30 - 23:00 supras at fabrika courtyard

22:00 - 04:00 late night digging and in-store session vodkast

10:00 - 11:00 green roomhow much does diversity cost

11:00 - 12:30 safe circle: share your story! rooftop

14:00 - 15:30 panel discussion: culture of social activism

ceramic studio 1300

12:30 - 14:00 day at the georgian ballet

16:30 - 18:30 meet the players jungle room

*Get your lunch / dinner anytime you want by redeeming your food vouchers at
Fabrika Residents’ cafes from the special menus prepared for TEH camp meeting #96

ces - creative education studio

ces - creative education studio

dinner*



7. OCT SATURDAY

10:00 - 11:30 teh meetings reboot jungle room

09:00 - 10:00 morning yoga rooftop

10:30 - 11:30 support displaced artists and creatives green room

11:00 - 12:00 make your first tone bread tone

11:30 - 15:30 art galleries tour

12:30 - 13:30 east hub session ces - creative education studio

meeting point: fabrika hostel reception

11:30 - 14:00 re-discover the magic of film photography magnolia film lab

jpg print shop11:30 - 14:00 print your own t-shirts / workshop by jpg

14:00 - 17:00 general assembly jungle room

14:30 - 16:00 arts as tool for social change / untitled tbilisi green room

left bank, dodo abashidze str.10                20:30 duct tape & dreams: philippe grombeer award

left bank                22:30 afterparty to remember at leftbank hosted by ces records

dinner

11:30 - 12:30 alter places rebooting our cities! green room

*Get your lunch / dinner anytime you want by redeeming your food vouchers at  
  Fabrika Residents’ cafes from the special menus prepared for TEH camp meeting #96

11:00 - 12:00 tour around fabrika meeting point: hostel entrance in the courtyard

dinner*

lunch*



8. OCT SUNDAY

12:00 - 13:30 tbilisi walking tour / arts and politics

12:00 - 14:30 backstreets tbilisi tour

13:00 - 15:00 tbilisi soviet occupation tour: 
the past that still haunts the present

15:00 - 17:00 tbilisi vertical tour

16:00 - 18:30 chop chop - democracy in a pan

meeting point: fabrika hostel reception

meeting point: ministry of culture, 
sports and youth of georgia

meeting point: outside tbilisi
marriot hotel, rustaveli ave. 13

courtyard

meeting point: tbilisi city assembly, tabidze str.2

*Get your lunch / dinner anytime you want by redeeming your food vouchers at  
  Fabrika Residents’ cafes from the special menus prepared for TEH camp meeting #96


